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MEAP

OUR CORE DEMOCRATIC VALUES
CIVIC VIRTUE IN ACTION

LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL
A First Look at Core Democratic Values
Shirley Neitzel
For Grades 2-5
Well-known author Shirley Neitzel introduces young readers to the core
democratic values. In familiar classroom situations, and often with a touch
of humor, Neitzel helps youngsters discover the values in their everyday
lives. Engaging illustrations add just the right flavor to each of the ten
stories. Appropriate for grades 2-5. Paperback, 48 pages. Teacher’s
Guide: Reproducible Worksheets, activities, and comprehension questions
expand on the core democratic values introduced in Liberty and Justice For
All. Grades 2-5. Paperback, 32 pages.
2709RR
Student Book
$9.95
2717RR
Teacher’s Guide
$8.95

Jean Shafer, Ph.D.
Reading level: 3-4, for grades 3-8.
Teaching the Core Democratic Values and Constitutional Principles is
simplified with this new reproducible workbook. The book provides clear
descriptions for students along with worksheets that help them understand
the value or principle in action. An annotated bibliography outlines trade
books that are helpful in the study, and additional information for teachers
will help with classroom questions that may arise. Classroom tested, the
activities are suitable for grades 3-8. Paperback, 32 pages, and 19
reproducible worksheets. Written to prepare for the Meap.
682-54-7RR
Workbook
$14.95

Video
UNDERSTANDING OUR CORE DEMOCRATIC VALUES WITH ROADY
Core democratic values are shown in action in this
lively video for grades 2-5. Four elementary
students discuss the meaning of each value with
their teacher, while Roady, a motorcycle-riding
eagle, adds a light touch to a weighty topic. As an
introduction or review, this 19 minute video should
work well in your classroom.
682687RR
$19.95

MASTERING THE SOCIAL STUDIES MEAP TEST
The purpose of the social studies MEAP TEST is to prepare our young
people to become responsible citizens. Knowledge of the content standards will be very important for achieving a good grade on the test. The
content standard give a general description of the “big ideas” in each
strand. The students will be tested on their ability to do the specific things
outlined in the benchmarks. Michael Yocum, Executive Director, Michigan
Council for the Social Studies Oakland County School District & Mel Miller,
Social Studies Consultant, Macomb ISD Michigan, reviewed the manuscript
and made comments and suggestions to the authors.
Grade 5 2422-39-2
1-9 copies
10-29 copies
30+ copies

$12.95
$10.95
$9.95

Grade 8 2422-41-4
1-9 copies
10-29 copies
30+ copies

$12.95
$10.95
$9.95

High School
1-9 copies
10-29 copies
30+ copies

2422-43-0
$12.95
$10.95
$9.95

EASY ECONOMICS
Lynn Deur and Jean Shafer
for grades 4-6
For the Meap. In the light of new social studies standards and assessments, Deur and Shafer have created a new reproducible workbook to help
students master some essential economic concepts. Easy Economics is
designed to be integrated into the existing Social Studies curriculum. Most
concepts introduced in the worksheets can also be tied to Math or
Language Arts. The book includes ideas for activities and discussions as
well as reproducible worksheets.
2474RRP Paperback
$15.95

MICHIGAN: ITS LAND AND ITS PEOPLE
4th Grade text covers the MEAP OBJECTIVES. The textbook Michigan: Its
Land and Its People put the student at the center of the learning process.
Students are not treated as “passive” readers, but are thrust into stimulating
situations in which they are motivated to learn. All the new 4th grade
strands and Standards are covered. Through the book’s dynamic activity
approach students learn to master the process skills they need in both
social studies and language arts. (Now available in both hard and soft
cover).
SOFT COVER 2422-31-7
HARD COVER 2422-31-7
1-9 copies
$19.95
1-9 copies
$23.95
10-29 copies
$16.95
10-29 copies
$20.95
30+ copies
$15.95
30+ copies
$19.95

MAKING CONNECTIONS:
MICHIGAN AND THE WIDER WORLD
2422-38-4
1-9 copies
10-29 copies

$12.95
$10.95

30+ copies
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MEAP Posters / Government
CORE DEMOCRATIC VALUES OF AMERICAN
CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY
500CC
501CC
502CC

Paperback
Paperback
Paper back

Intermediate/Advanced
Later Elementary
Early Elementary

$45.00
$45.00
$45.00

NEW!! AMERICAN GOVERNMENT TODAY
6 softcover books, grade levels 5-12. Give your limited readers full
understanding of the American government while encouraging reading
comprehension. 48 pages.
♦ Written on a four to six reading level.
♦ High-interest material is clear and accurate.
♦ Low-level vocabulary ensures concept comprehension.
♦ Short chapters and text-defined vocabulary and reading success.
2129-6SV
Congress
$6.95
2128-8SV
The Presidency
$6.95
2131-8SV
The Supreme Court
$6.95
2127-XSV
Washington, D.C.
$6.95
2130-XSV
The White House
$6.95
2132-6SV
Your Right to Vote
$6.95

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
Softcover and Hardcover, Teacher’s Guide
Grade Levels 6-12, Reading Levels 4-5.
Whether you’re teaching political science to pre-GED students, government
to a citizenship class, or civics to secondary students, you can make
content more accessible with American Government. Comfortable reading
levels help secondary students earn social studies credit. 240 pages.
♦ Avoid reading frustration: your students have immediate help with
vocabulary words defined in page margins and in the glossary.
♦ Activities and skill builders strengthen vocabulary, comprehension, critical
thinking, and social studies skills.
♦ A complete Teacher’s Resource Binder, a Teacher’s Guide, blackline
masters, more.
Softcover Edition
6343-8SV
Student Book
$15.95
6344-6SV
Teacher’s Guide
$9.19
Hardcover Edition
7792-4SV
Student Book
$33.44
7794-0SV
Teacher’s Guide
$9.19
7793-2SV
Resource Binder
$94.71

Posters
CORE DEMOCRATIC VALUES
This 18" x 24" black background with white and yellow text poster explains
core democratic values in simple terms your students will understand.
488RR
$3.95

CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES
Eight constitutional principles are clearly defined on this 18" x 24" black
background with white and yellow text poster for your classroom.
489RR
$3.95

THE CORE DEMOCRATIC VALUES:
INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS
490CC

11"x17"

$1.95

Government
THE CONSTITUTION MADE EASIER
THE CONSTITUTION IN READABLE, EVERYDAY
ENGLISH AND SPANISH
Reading Level: 3, for grades 6-adult
The Constitution Made Easier presents the entire Constitution, the Bill of
Rights, and 27 Amendments in modern, readable English and Spanish, and
in a format you can use side-by-side with the original document.
NEW BILINGUAL EDITION!
6043-3PP
Student Text
$7.95
10+ copies
$6.95

PREPARATION FOR CITIZENSHIP
Single softcover title, reading levels 2-4. Prepare immigrants and refugees
for U.S. citizenship with easy to read INS core content and authentic study
questions and application forms with this complete citizenship program. 96
pages.
3458-4SV Book
$13.29

U.S. GOVERNMENT STUDY GUIDE
BarCharts Study Guides are laminiated and very durable. Each is 8 1/2” x
11”, and are portable. U.S. Government comes with 4 full sheets of
information, double sided.
* Expanded and updated.
* A concise, clear explanation of all branches of government.
* Useful for high school and college students.
* 2 panels full of information!
5475BC
U.S. Government
$4.95

OUR CONSTITUTION: OUR GOVERNMENT
GETTING TO KNOW THE UNITED STATES SERIES
WORKBOOK
Robert J. Field
Reading Level: 3-4, for grades 6-adult
Our Constitution, Our Government tells about our system of federal
government through the document from which it originates, the Constitution
of the United States. It shows how our government works and why it is so
successful. It is ideal for ESL and Special Education students at the middle
and high school levels and for adult citizenship classes.
The worktext presents background information about the American
Revolution and the making of the Constitution. The Constitution, each
Article, the intent of the founding fathers and the mechanism they set up for
operating the parts of the federal government are presented. The system of
checks and balances, the provisions for making changes in our government
and the rights of the individual (Bill of Rights) are discussed. Special
attention is paid to becoming a citizen. Language arts exercises are
integrated into the exercises so that the learner’s skill in the use of the
English Language is developed.
7502BL
Workbook
$10.95
10+ copies
$6.95
Teacher’s Guide
$6.95
Teacher’s Guide free with 20 or more copies of workbook
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Government
GOVERNMENT TODAY
Our Promise to You and Your Students:
Involvement, Readability, Relevance, and Success
Beverly Vaillancourt
Reading Level: 3-4, for grades 7-adult
The power and relevancy of the U.S. Government come alive for students with this exciting new text.
Covering all the major topics of government in a way that students understand and relate to, Government Today guides learning while focusing on reading and writing skills. Plus, it identifies how
government affects students and makes suggestions on how they can get involved. Each student
lesson is presented in two facing pages of manageable instruction that is easy to grasp. Sidebars
expand the lesson by making interesting and relevant Learning Links that foster classroom discussion.
♦ The Teacher’s Edition puts everything teachers need at their fingertips! An easy-to-use, wraparound format with reduced student pages ad easy-to-locate sections make planning and teaching
quality lessons an effortless task.
♦ The People’s Mainstream Tutor provides the extra instruction demanded of teachers who can not
address all the needs of larger class sizes and mainstreaming. By outlining and summarizing the
content of each lesson, comprehension is reinforced while thinking skills are practiced.
6017-4PP
Student Edition
$26.29
10+ copies
$23.29
6018-2PP
Mainstream Tutor $17.99
10+ copies
$16.79
6036-0PP
Tutor Answer Key $16.00
10+ copies
$16.00
6037-9PP
Workbook
$8.99
10+ copies
$8.99
6033-6PP
Tests
$25.99
10+ copies
$25.99
6019-0PP
Teacher Guide
$48.00
10+ copies
$48.00

THE PEOPLES GUIDE TO
CITIZENSHIP
Understanding the Privileges
and Responsibilities
Reading Level 2, For Grades 7-Adult
Thomas D. Henry
Citizenship uses real-life examples and
cooperative learning to explain our
privileges and responsibilities. Chapters
on how women and minorities attained
citizen status show how the concept has
evolved. Features: Margin Notes Workbook - Critical Thinking - Teacher’s
Guide.
6023-9PP
Student Book
10+ copies
6025-5PP
Teacher’s Guide
6024-7PP
Workbook

OUR CONSTITUTIONAL
HERITAGE
Making the Constitution
Easy to Understand
James Carroll
Reading Level 3, For Grades 6-adult
The U.S. Constitution is explained in
clear language, short chapters, and
small information blocks that really
work for students at risk. Units: Laws,
Government, and Constitutions - The
Road to the Constitution - The
Meaning of the Constitution - Our
Living Constitution.

$16.75
$14.69
$6.99
$8.99

6006-9PP
6007-7PP

Student Workbook
10+ copies
Teacher’s Guide

$16.75
$14.69
$6.99

YOU DECIDE!
Applying the Bill of Rights to Real Cases
Reading level 5, Grade 7-adult
75 U.S. Supreme Court Cases!
Can a book about the Bill of Rights sharpen your student’s critical thinking skills for better academic performance? This one can. You Decide! casts students in the role of “judges,” examining, discussing, and deciding
actual Supreme Court cases! They must evaluate cases according to the facts presented, the rights granted by
specific amendments, and the interpretation of these rights according to judicial precedents set in other cases.
The teacher’s manual provides Supreme Court decisions, guidelines, critical thinking discussion questions,
lesson objectives, background information, a Guide for Analyzing Cases, and homework assignments. 37
activities, 75 U.S. Supreme Court Cases, Reproducible for single-classroom use. Structure of the Amendment
Units: You Be The Judge - What Does the Amendment Say? - What Does the Amendment Mean? - Analyzing
Some Past Decisions of the Supreme Court - What are the Origins of the Amendment? - Let’s Review Some
Steps in the Making of the Amendments - The Amendment Today - Judge for Yourself.
MP9301
You Decide
$22.95
MP9302
Teacher’s Manual
$18.95
“This material is an excellent resource for a study of the Constitution, as
well as developing your students’ ability to critically analyze detailed
material and form independent conclusions.”
John Nixdorf, history reviewer.

“I can’t imagine a better method for teaching...the Bill of Rights and the U.S.
legal system than using these books.”
Peggy Zorn, reviewer.
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Government Posters
THE PEOPLES’ GUIDE TO CIVIL LAW
Reading Level 5, Grades 7-Adult
Case Studies and Applications for Limited Readers
Facts about how the law applies to common events like signing leases, making purchases, and
protecting property. Includes real-life examples.
6000-XPP
Student Book
$16.75
10+ copies
$14.69
6002-6PP
Teacher’s Guide
$6.99
10+ copies
$6.99
6001-8PP
Workbook
$8.99
10+ copies
$8.99

Posters
AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT
POSTERS
Ten full color 17"x22" posters
entitled: Who Does What? How a Bill Becomes a Law - It
All Add Up (Elections) - Get
In On The Action - Join The
Party - The U.S. Political
System - Who’s In Charge As Different As Night and
Day (House/Senate) - Back
Seat Drivers (President/
Cabinet) - Next (Order of
Command). Ten 17"x22"
posters, full color. Poster
Frames available only in
black.
CCPOST13-DXR
Poster Series
CCPOST13L-DXR
Posters, Laminated
CCPOST13F-DXR
Posters, Framed

$49.95
$59.95
$379.00

FORMS OF GOVERNMENT POSTERS
Ten full-color 17"x22" posters, plus one 17"x44" Time Line Poster. Titles
are: Democracy - Socialism - Fascism - Anarchism - Monarchy - Communism - The United Nations - Common Elements - Government Is... - Take
Me To Your Leader - Time Line (Chief to Chief Executive, From Early Days
to 1900s AD. 11 posters total, ten 17"x22", one 17"x44", Poster frames
available in Black only, Time Line not available framed.
CCPOST11-DXR
Posters Series
$49.95
CCPOST11L-DXR
Posters, Laminated
$59.95
CCPOST11F-DXR
Posters Framed
$379.00

BRANCHES OF
GOVERNMENT
Three black & white posters, one for each branch of
government. Each poster explains the structure and
power of the featured branch, and has a small picture
of the building they work in. Photographs are used to demonstrate the
issues that have impacted our people. Each poster is 17"x22", copyright
2000, Poster Frames available only in black.
CCPOST060-DXR
Poster Series
$15.95
CCPOST060L-DXR
Posters, Laminated
$20.95
CCPOST060F-DXR
Posters, Framed
$99.95
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Government Videos
THE CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL CAMPAIGN SERIES
IF I’M ELECTED: MODERN CAMPAIGN TECHNIQUES
Did our founding fathers envision today’s political campaigns?
Do political races serve our democratic ideals? How do
candidates get voters to choose them? Viewers learn how
running a campaign has turned from the noble pursuit our
founders planned into a manipulative science. Viewers learn
about the fascinating roles played by political consultants and
the powerful influence they have on candidates. They learn how
campaigns control and manage news-media coverage and the
significant role money plays in backing the candidate. A
provocative and thought-provoking presentation.
One 25 minute video, copyright 1993
CCP0125V-D22
$69.95
Buy both the above videos in the Series and Save!
CCP0127SV-D22
Political Campaign Series $129.95

THE PRICE OF POWER: MONEY IN POLITICS
This documentary zeroes in on the price candidates pay to win
election to public office. Media drives campaigns; money drives
media. As a result, modern political campaigns have become
enormously expensive with winners often decided by the size of
their campaign expenditures. This thought-provoking program
takes a look at wealth and its influence on our first amendment
rights and analyzes the role of money in campaigns including
local, state, and national races.
One 25 minute video, copyright 1993
CCP0126V-D22
$69.95

Useful as a teaching device for
comparative government and
world history because it
encourages students to compare
and discuss their responses.
School Library Journal

FORMS OF GOVERNMENT: WHAT’S THE SCORE?
Welcome to Forms of Government: What’s the Score?, also
known as “the world’s longest running game show.” Today’s
Contestants: Absolute Monarchy, Representative Democracy,
Communism, Socialism, and Fascism. The categories are
Power, Law and Order, Liberty and Personal Freedom, Social
Contract, and Pix and Nix. Who will be the winner? It’s up to
the viewers to decide, as they judge the merits of the various
contestants. As the “contestants” (each representing a different
type of government) respond to questions from the host,
viewers use a scorecard to rate each form of government on a
scale of one to five.
One 30 minute video and packet of 25 scorecards, copyright
1995. Close captioned.
8047GEA
Video
$79.95
14304GEA
Additional Scorecards (25)
$8.95

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
An excellent teaching aid.
Video Rating guide.

THE UNITED NATIONS
People closely involved with the UN explain the inner workings
of this powerful organization, such as tensions in the UN
Security Council and the balance of power between nations.
Also explains how the UN has changed as a result of the end of
the cold war. Produced independently of the UN, an impartial
overview of its strengths and weaknesses is provided. Raising
tough, but interesting dilemmas, this extraordinary program is
sure to provoke thought and discussion. One 30 minute video.
8046GEA
$79.95

TRIAL BY JURY
Every year, there are approximately 120,000 jury trails in the
United States. The right to trial by jury is guaranteed in the U.S.
Constitution and the Bill of Rights. This video explores the
origins of the jury trial, explains the jury’s crucial role in our
judicial system, and introduces students to the courtroom and
the process of a trial. The program is divided into the following
sections: The History of Jury Trials; What Trial Juries Do; Who’s
Who in the Courtroom; Qualifications for Jury Service; What
Happens During a Trial; Alternatives to Jury Trials; The Grand
Jury; and Pros and Cons of Jury Trials. Combining courtroom
scenes, archival footage, and interviews, the video provides a
valuable introduction to the basics of the U.S. system of justice.
Key subjects include: historical antecedents such as trial by
combat and trial by ordeal; an overview of the constitutional
guarantees to jury trial; the role of juries in criminal and civil
cases; the process of jury selection; jury deliberations and
verdicts; and the future of jury trials. One 25 minute video,
copyright 1999
10783GEA
$79.95
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ELECTION 2000: THE FLORIDA SQUEEZE
The sensational presidential election that dragged Florida
into the media spotlight and made "butterfly ballot" and
"chad" household words caused an uproar over the malfunctioning mechanics and overall validity of America’s
electoral process. What is being done to see that major
voting irregularities cease to occur in Florida and throughout the nation? In this program, David Gergen, adviser to
four former presidents; David Leahy, supervisor of elections for Miami-Dade County; and Mark Seibel, managing
editor of The Miami Herald, suggest ways to reform
America’s voting system. (30 minutes, color)
BVL11875
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95

WHY VOTE? A RIGHT AND A RESPONSIBILITY
Why should I vote? Does my vote count—does it really
mean anything? If I do decide to vote, how do I do it? This
video helps answer many of the questions young people
have about voting and their role in the political process. It
begins with a short history of voting. Examples of very
close elections (Nixon vs. Kennedy in 1960, for example)
challenge viewers to consider how history would have been
changed if these elections had different results. There is
also a very helpful and easy-to-follow discussion of how to
vote, including registration, absentee voting, and voting
machines. Concluding the program is a balanced discussion of how to evaluate a candidate, which encourages
students to take a thorough and critical look at candidates
and their positions, their experience, their campaign
platforms, and other factors. A great resource for encouraging appreciation of the right to vote and emphasizing the
importance of active participation in the political process. A
Cambridge Educational Production. One 40-minute video.
BVL8052
VHS $69.95
DVD-R $69.95

THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF GOVERNMENT:
A Study of Federal and State Government
This fast-paced and informative program shows students
how the Constitution established the Executive Branch,
and provided for the separation of powers and the relationship of the Executive Branch to the Legislative and Judicial
Branches of the federal and state government. Specific
roles of the Chief Executive are defined such as Commander-in-Chief, Foreign Policy Director, Legislative
Leader, Party Leader, Popular Leader, and Chief of State
interspersed with interviews of state and national Executive
Office Staff, Legislators, Media, Historians, and others. In
addition, the program explains how the role of the Chief
Executive has evolved in terms of its influence and exercise of power since the Constitution was ratified. Students
see and hear how personalities, philosophies, and political
realities contribute to making the Executive Office an
interesting and powerful force in our government. The
Executive Branch of Government is an excellent supplement to any government curriculum and an effective team
with the program How a Bill Becomes a Law. A Cambridge
Educational Production. One 30-minute video.
JJE8093
VHS $79.95
DVD-R $79.95

THE JUDICIAL BRANCH OF GOVERNMENT
The operation of the Judicial Branch is part of our daily
lives, but how much do we really know about it? Almost
every day, we read and hear about the Judicial Branch of
government. In school, we learn how famous cases have
changed the history of this country. The Supreme Court of
the United States has issued decisions concerning school
desegregation, school prayers, abortion, prison overcrowding, the death penalty, the rights of criminal defendants,
and many other subjects. In the United States, there are
three branches of government—the Legislative, Executive,
and Judicial Branches. They interact in a system of checks
and balances that prevents any one branch from becoming
too powerful. This program focuses on the Judicial Branch
and its role in government. Students see how its decisions
affect our daily lives, how it resolves disputes without
bloodshed, how it interprets our laws and explains what
they mean, and how it prevents the Legislative and Executive Branches from abusing their power. The Judicial
Branch of Government is an excellent supplement to any
government curriculum and an effective addition to the
programs How a Bill Becomes a Law and The Executive
Branch of Government. A Cambridge Educational Production. One 35-minute video.
JJE8277
VHS $79.95
DVD-R $79.95
©2005, Caswell & Caswell, www.teachersmarketplace.com 1-800-757-7668
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HOW A BILL BECOMES A LAW
This thought-provoking video deciphers the legislative
process by explaining how an idea becomes a bill and a bill
is made a law. One-on-one interviews with prominent
legislators, lobbyists, and special-interest group representatives carefully explain how a bill is conceived, moved
through or killed in committee, amended, prepared for a
vote, and sent for the President’s or Governor’s signature.
Straightforward presentation helps students evaluate how
political, economic, social, regional, and moral considerations are taken into consideration when legislators make
laws that affect the people of the United States. Taking a
look at both the state and national legislatures, this important program opens viewers’ minds to the vital role the
legislative process plays in their lives and how individuals
and groups can have a voice in shaping the laws that
govern our country. A Cambridge Educational Production.
One 30-minute video.
JJE8094
VHS #79.95
DVD-R $79.95

A THIRD CHOICE
This program examines America’s fascinating national
experience with third parties and independent candidates,
covering more than 200 years of American political history.
The program looks back to the birth of the two-party
system and explores the most influential third-party movements in American political history, including Abraham
Lincoln and the rise of the Republicans, Teddy Roosevelt’s
Bull Moose Party, Strom Thurmond’s Dixiecrats and Henry
Wallace’s Progressives in the 1948 elections, George
Wallace’s American Independent Party in 1968, and Ross
Perot. The program features interviews with leading
academic experts on American politics, a rich collection of
campaign memorabilia, rare archival footage, artwork,
political cartoons, and campaign songs. (57 minutes, color)
BVL6550
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

AMENDING THE CONSTITUTION
With enormous foresight, the founding fathers designed
the amendment process to keep the Constitution relevant
to a changing society while ensuring that the federal
government could not change the country’s blueprint
without the broad support of the states. This program is an
indispensable tool for helping students to understand this
vital process and to see its importance in their own lives.
Correlated with national standards, it defines what an
amendment is, explains why amendments have been
needed down through the centuries, and describes the
process for proposing and ratifying an amendment.
Amendments used as illustrations of the process of changing the Constitution have been carefully selected for their
interest value to today’s students. They include the Bill of
Rights; the 15th Amendment, which guarantees voting
rights for people of all races; the 19th (women’s suffrage)
Amendment; the 18th and 21st (prohibition) Amendments;
the 25th Amendment, which clarifies who leads the country
if the president dies or resigns; the 26th Amendment, which
lowered the voting age to 18; and the Equal Rights Amendment, which expired without ratification. The 27th (Congressional pay raise) Amendment, which was adopted
more than 200 years after it was proposed, is also spotlighted. A Cambridge Educational Production. One 18minute video and teacher’s guide. © 2002.
BVL29906
VHS $79.95
DVD-R $79.95

BILL OF RIGHTS / BILL OF RESPONSIBILITY
Bill Maher hosts this witty inquiry into the meaning of the
Constitution of the United States in our lives today. Beginning with a brief history and overview of the Constitution,
and then focusing on the Bill of Rights, this program
demonstrates that history is a continuous process that
happens every day all around us. Maher leads a fast-paced
journey through the Constitution, considering current
implications of the First Amendment (religion, speech,
press, assembly), Second Amendment (right to bear arms),
Fourth Amendment (search and seizure), Fifth Amendment
(due process), and more. Maher’s perspective is unique
and contemporary—he manages to make connections
between the First Amendment and the Chicago Bulls,
between Prohibition and Melrose Place, and between the
right to bear arms and Sylvester Stallone. A variety of
archival footage is used throughout to provide historical
context and familiar contemporary references. A Cambridge Educational Production. One 30-minute video.
JJE7984
VHS $79.95
DVD-R $79.95
©2005, Caswell & Caswell, www.teachersmarketplace.com 1-800-757-7668
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THE CONSTITUTION
The United States Constitution, the blueprint of the fundamental laws and principles by which this nation is governed, has served the needs of a vast and diverse nation
for more than 200 years. What makes this document,
composed of seven Articles and 27 Amendments, so strong
and yet so flexible? This two part series examines this
question and the basic tenets of the American Constitution
BVL8480
VHS $159.95 DVD-R $159.95
THE CONSTITUTION: PART 1
This program makes extensive use of period and contemporary images to illustrate the history and content of the
United States Constitution. The program discusses the
Preamble; Article I, with its ten sections that focus on
Congress—what it is, who may serve, and what its powers
are; and Article II, Section 1, which describes the nation’s
executive function and ends with the President’s oath of
office. References to particular Amendments are interspersed throughout. (43 minutes, color)
BVL8481
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS:
A Multimedia Reference Guide
This informative multimedia program provides an interactive format for users to learn about the amendments to the
U.S. Constitution. The easy-to-use, intuitive interface gives
users quick access to each of the 27 amendments where
they can learn and print in-depth information about each.
Upon selecting an amendment to explore, users can read
the full amendment and choose to see what it means in
plain English, its implications, and the origins and history of
the amendment. When the Related Biographies tab is
selected, users select brief biographies of people who were
instrumental in the development or ratification of the
amendment. Court cases that have been decided based on
interpretations of the amendment are described on the
Related Court Cases screen. Historical background and
analysis are provided by Nadine Strossen, president of the
American Civil Liberties Union, and James Trevaskis,
professor of law at Temple University. With one click, users
can also access an alphabetical listing of all amendments,
biographies, and court cases offering multiple uses for the
bank of information. This information packed CD-ROM
incorporates video, text, and images, making it a great
resource for anyone studying the Constitution and its
amendments. A Cambridge Educational Production. One
Windows CD-ROM.
BVL11029
CD-ROM
$129.95

THE CONSTITUTION: PART 2
Picking up from where Part 1 ends, this program continues
with Article II, Sections 2–4, through Article VII. Topics
covered include the structure, function, and powers of the
judiciary branch of the U.S. government; the procedure for
amending the Constitution; and the conditions necessary
for the Constitution’s ratification. In addition, the Bill of
Rights—the Constitution’s first 10 Amendments—and the
remaining 17 Amendments are discussed in detail, including the controversies surrounding such issues as the
federal income tax (the 16th Amendment); Prohibition, and
its subsequent repeal (the 18th and 21st Amendments);
women’s suffrage (the 19th Amendment); and the lowering
of the voting age to 18 (the 26th Amendment). (49 minutes,
color)
JJE8482
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95
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Government Videos
THE PEOPLE AND THE POWER GAME
Has the American political process been hijacked by media
pundits, lobbyists, and leadership blinded by narrow
ideologies? In this eye-opening three-part series, Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist Hedrick Smith takes on the White
House, Congress, the media, and the special interest
lobbies to investigate America’s political gridlock. Studded
with high-profile interviews and exclusive footage, each
program focuses on the agendas and the infighting that
have made the Washington power game a study in frustration. Smith’s book, The Power Game: How Washington
Works, is required reading on modern U.S. politics on
many campuses. 3-part series.
BVL10133
VHS $239.95 DVD-R $239.95

THE UNELECTED:
The Media
In an environment increasingly dominated by network
ratings and tabloid-driven stories, the line between journalism and entertainment is blurred. In this program, correspondent Hedrick Smith goes behind the hype and the
headlines to show how the media affect the national
agenda and the standards of political debate. Network
personalities Peter Jennings, Dan Rather, Brit Hume, and
Eric Engberg; former Washington Post reporters Paul
Taylor and Richard Harwood; and others address topics
such as the Clinton/Flowers story, a case study of news
coverage gone out of control; the negative dynamic
between the White House Press Corps and the President;
and how increased competition from tabloids, talk shows,
and cable TV is changing the mainstream media. (41
minutes, color)
JJE10134
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95

THE UNELECTED:
The Lobbies
In America, a shadow government wields incredible
influence over what gets done inside the Beltway—and
who reaps the benefits. In this program, correspondent
Hedrick Smith spotlights the powerful influence of the
nation’s special interest lobbies during the Clinton years.
Majority Whip Tom DeLay; Charles Blixt, of R. J. Reynolds;
Mike Pertschuk, of the Advocacy Institute; members of
Congress; lobbyists; and others scrutinize how UPS
paralyzed OSHA’s efforts to improve worker safety and
how the medical insurance lobby’s "Harry and Louise" ads
helped sink the Clinton healthcare reform bill. In-depth
reporting reveals the stealth tactics used by the tobacco
industry in its ongoing fight against federal legislation. (43
minutes, color)
JJE10135
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95
THE ELECTED:
The Presidency and Congress
In an adversarial climate of polarization and power confrontations, how can the U.S. government get anything
done? In part one of this program, correspondent Hedrick
Smith examines the obstacles to bipartisan compromise
between the Clinton administration and Congress as well
as the difficulties parties have in disciplining their own
members in Congress. In part two, Mr. Smith probes the
rise and fall of Newt Gingrich’s Republican Revolution in
Congress. Smith goes behind the scenes to get Vice
President Gore; Clinton executives Leon Panetta and
George Stephanopoulos; Congressional leaders Newt
Gingrich, Bob Dole, Dick Gephardt, and Tom Daschle;
Democratic loyalists and rebels; Republican freshmen and
incumbents; and academic experts to divulge how serious
miscalculations torpedoed hopes for both Democrats and
Republicans on Capitol Hill. (78 minutes, color)
JJE10136
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95
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Government
Videos
COMMANDER IN CHIEF
What is it like to control the mightiest military power in the world? This 3-part series presents the dramatic stories of
American presidents in times of crisis, taking viewers inside the Oval Office and the war room. The videos use internal
White House documents, personal diaries, archival footage, and interviews with advisers to show how each President
made his crucial decisions. A Discovery Channel Production. 3-part series, 52 minutes each.
BVL29078
VHS $349.95 DVD-R $349.95

COMMANDER IN CHIEF: NIXON
President Richard Nixon was the first commander in chief elected to stop a war; to secure an honorable peace, he used
brute force: a massive secret bombing campaign that brought Hanoi to the negotiating table. This program goes inside
the moments of decision, the meetings and the memoranda that shaped Nixon’s approach to ending the war. Along with
newsreel footage, letters, and Nixon’s own journal entries, the video contains interviews with former Secretary of Defense, Melvin Laird; journalist Bob Woodward; and former U.S. Secretary of State, Dr. Henry Kissinger. A Discovery
Channel Production. (52 minutes, color)
JJE29079
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95
COMMANDER IN CHIEF: BUSH
When President H. George Bush set in motion Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, he was confronting not only a
dictator’s aggression but the ghosts of Vietnam. This program examines the decision-making process former President
Bush used in conducting the Gulf War. Readings from his journal entries reveal the commander in chief’s hopes and
fears over sending Americans to fight the fourth-largest army in the world. Former Secretary of State, James Baker, III;
former Secretary of Defense, Richard B. Cheney; former White House chief of staff, John Sununu; and others provide
insightful commentary. A Discovery Channel Production. (52 minutes, color)
JJE29080
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95

COMMANDER IN CHIEF: CLINTON
Elected to fix the economy, President Clinton sent troops to more global hot spots than any commander in chief in the
past fifty years—from Somalia to Iraq to Haiti to the Balkans. This program goes behind the events and press conferences to examine how a leader made fateful decisions. Clinton’s commitment to send peacekeeping troops to Bosnia, for
example, when over 70 percent of the American public opposed it shows the difficulty of those choices. Archival footage
and readings from the President’s diary complement interviews with former U.S. Ambassador to the UN, Richard C.
Holbrooke; former Secretary of State, Lawrence S. Eagleburger; and Leon E. Panetta, Former White House chief of staff.
A Discovery Channel Production. (52 minutes, color)
JJE29081
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95
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Government Videos & CD-ROMS
CD-ROMS

Videos

LAW AND ORDER:
An Inside View of the Criminal Justice System
One of the ways that the Constitution ensures our rights to life, liberty and
property is by providing for an impartial criminal justice system. In this 2part series, lawyers, prosecutors, judges, and police officers take us
through the entire process of jurisprudence, from investigation and arrest
procedures to courtroom proceedings and sentencing.

IT’S THE LAW
In this program, lawyers, prosecutors, and judges explain the differences
between misdemeanors, felonies, the various degrees of crimes, and the
elements of a crime. Investigation procedures in the gathering of
evidence and statements are discussed, Legal experts and police officers
clearly illustrate such concepts as 5th Amendment rights, Miranda
warnings, the “stop and frisk” rule, search warrants, and the “knock and
announce” rule. Probable cause and arrest procedures are also
demonstrated. One 30 minute video, copyright 2001
11901GEA
$79.95

ORDER IN THE COURT
In this program, a variety of legal experts take us through pretrial and trail
procedures, pointing out along the way the differences between adult and
juvenile proceedings. Judges and lawyers navigate us through the pretrial
process, beginning with establishment of probable cause and formal
charging by grand jury or preliminary hearing. Indictment, pretrial release,
bail, and arraignment are also discussed. The entire courtroom process
is explored from plea bargaining and trial by jury to the adversary system
of direct examination , cross-examination, and rebuttal. Such concepts as
an alibi, burden of proof, and reasonable doubt are clearly explained.
Finally, our panel of experts comments on a sentencing hearing and
punishment, along with defendant’s constitutional right to appeal. One 30
minute video, copyright 2001.
11902GEA
$79.95
Order both the above videos in the series and save!
11900GEA
Law And Order

BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT CD-ROM SERIES
These interactive, multimedia programs utilize full-motion video, narration,
and colorful screen formats to get the attention of the user. Challenging
exercises teach and reinforce information about our three branches of
government and provide a greater understanding of how they work in
relation to each other. The programs provide an in-depth lesson and can be
used together or separately. Each program contains an overlapping section
in which our system of checks and balances is described and discussed.

THE LAWMAKERS:
AN INTERACTIVE LOOK AT THE LEGISLATIVE
BRANCH
Taking a look at both the state and national legislatures, this exciting
program is ideal for showing users the vital role the legislative process
plays in shaping their lives and the lives of everyone in this country. Users
learn the process by which a bill becomes a law; the structure of the House
of Representatives and Senate; the role of committees; the powers of
lobbyists; and more.
8090GEA
Windows or Macintosh
$98.00

THE LEADERS:
AN INTERACTIVE LOOK AT THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH
This informative program studies the role of the chief executive and the
powers of the Executive Branch. Users learn how the drafters of our
Constitution defined specific powers for the Executive branch and how
those powers have evolved over the years. Additionally, users learn about
the presidential election process and the function of the electoral college.
8091GEA
Windows or Macintosh
$98.00

$139.95

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT VIDEOS
Is it true that you can’t fight city hall? Our government has
evolved over the years, from the First Constitutional Congress
to recent case law. Reserved powers are tested, expanded
and limited. This series will explain the history and divisions
of our government, including their responsibilities and powers.
We won’t guarantee that you’ll run right out to get a copy of
the Congressional Record, but you will be able to understand
it!
American Government, Part 1 includes such topics as: Types
of Government - majority rule - personal liberty - The American
Colonies - The Declaration of Independence - The Constitutional Convention - The Great Compromise - Federalism Checks and balances - branches of government - The bill of
Rights - block and categorical grants - due process - Civil
Rights.
American Government, Part 2 includes such as: Congressional Powers - impeachment - incumbency - Speaker of the
House - Majority and Minority Leaders - Majority and Minority
Whips - The Committee System - How a Bill Becomes a Law veto power - The Executive Branch - electoral college - The
Cabinet - Appeals Courts - The Supreme Court.
1581980434
Part 1 (1hr, 54m)
$21.00
1581980442
Part 2 (1hr, 40m)
$21.00

THE INTERPRETERS:
AN INTERACTIVE LOOK AT THE JUDICIAL BRANCH
This program demystifies the least understood branch of our government the Judicial Branch. Users learn how the Judicial Branch is organized and
the process by which decisions pass through our court system. The
Interpreters describes the systems of checks which have been incorporated
into the Judicial Branch and the reasons these checks exist. Users see
how the Judicial Branch affects them and the important role this branch
plays in the lives of everyone.
8092GEA
Windows or Macintosh
$98.00
One Windows or Macintosh CD-ROM and documentation each. Windows
95 or higher. Order the set of three and Save!
8089GEA
Windows or Macintosh
$259.00
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Government/Patriotic Resources
Patriotic Favorites
Carole Marsh
Reproducible patriotic songs, the
Pledge of Allegiance, American flag,
Uncle Sam to color plus mazes, dot-todots, and more! 32 pages.
01031-3GP
Paperback
$3.95

Young Patriot’s Book of
Puzzles, Games, Riddles,
Stories, Poems, and
Activities
Carole Marsh
Reproducible patriotic activities, U.S.
Symbols, Star Spangled Banner,
Liberty Bell, and more! 48 pages
01032-1GP
Paperback
$5.95

I Love America Series
Gary Grimm
These books are designed to showcase what is American.
You will learn what Americans enjoy and what America
and Americans have contributed to world development
and culture. Music, American style, reflects the diversity
of our people. As our nation evolved into a blend of
world cultures so did our music. Many innovative inventions have made our everyday life easier, safer, more
comfortable and efficient and our world a little more
enjoyable. Visual art is everywhere and effectively tells
the story of the evolution of our culture. Each book
includes activity sheets, and has 64 pages.
GGA500
I Love Am.’s Music
$9.95
GGA501
I Love Am.’s Inventions
$9.95
GGa502
I Love Am.’s Visual Arts
$9.95

Score Fifteen
Gary Grimm
Each book contains over 100 quizzes to test your knowledge of the topic. These five-question quizzes are a
great way to start the day, begin the class, or take a
break. Answer all five questions correctly and you will
score 15. Score sheet and answer sheet are included.
Each: 112 pages, flipbooks.
GGA520
State Quizzes
$8.95
GGA528
American History
$8.95
GGA529
Science
$8.95
GGA530
The World
$8.95
GGA531
Animals
$8.95
GGA532
Sports
$8.95
GGA533
Art and Music
$8.95
GGA534
Health & The HUman Body
$8.95

Spotlight on America Series
Gary Grimm
This series was created to highlight some of the people,
places, and icons that make America a special place to
live. The fifteen uniquely American symbols featured
portray the strength, pride and ideals that have gone
into creating our great, free nation. The evolution of the
American city, from the old guard to the new contemporary citites, and their contributions to our culture is
highlighted. National parks are presented that showcase
the diversity of our nation’s scenic wonders and encourage a preservation of these precious natural wonders.
Publisher’s note: Our Great Cities is dedicated to the
courageous citizens of New York City. They have exemplified the true spirit of what it means to be an American.
Each book contains activity sheets and information, each
book is 32 pages.
GGA510
Symbols of Freedom
$5.95
GGA511
Our National Parks
$5.95
GGA512
Our Great Cities
$5.95

Historical Moments
Gary Grimm
Presented in the form of a timeline, from the discovery of
America in October of 1492 to the inauguration of our
43rd President on January of 2001, the 100 historical
events presented in this book will enrich your appreciation of American History. 112 pages, flipbook.
GGA521
United States
$8.95
GGA535
Science & Technology
$8.95
GGA536
American Culture
$8.95
GGA537
Music and Art
$8.95

Good Citizen’s Awards
Gary Grimm
Two patriotic designs to reward students who are good
citizens. 50 sheets each.
GGA525
Good Cit. Award, Eagle
$4.95
GGA526
Good Cit. Award, Map
$4.95
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Government/Patriotic Resources
Writing About America

Gary Grimm
More than 50 ideas to jump-start the
creative writing process. The varied
format includes drawing pictures,
finishing stories, solving puzzles, filling
in the blanks, expressing opinions,
thinking, and always writing. 64 pages.
GGA522
Paperback
$9.95

Quest for America
Gary Grimm
A variety of quizzes, puzzles, word
games, and trivia challenges that teach
and reinforce history and geography
facts. The more than 55 ready-toduplicate activity pages are guaranteed
to add sparkle to any social studies
curriculum. 64 pages.
GGA523
Paperback
$9.95

Search and Learn
Gary Grimm
Spelling and vocabulary are enhanced
as well as an understanding of the
diversities and similarities of our
nation’s fifty great states. Complete
the 51 word searches presented and
learn an abundance of facts about each
state. 64 pages.
GGA524
Paperback
$9.95

Paragraph Prompts
Gary Grimm
Motivate! Decorate! Create! Inspire
students to write about America. 30
sheets of patriotically designed paper,
suggested topics, titles, and a teacher’s
guide.
GGA527
Paperback
$5.95

Terrorists and Terrorism
Carole Marsh
The history of terrorism, why it continues today, and how we may be able to
change things now and in the future.
Knowledge and understanding can help
reassure this. This book helps you
answer their questions and desire for
knowledge. Includes reproducible activities for use in
your classroom.
NSPTERBOO-GP
Paperback
$7.95

Patriotic Activity Packs
Carole Marsh
This popular series is a super school-year starter! Oversize 11”x17” sheets come in packs of 30. Kids love to
show their pride and patriotism. Positive, educational
activities for children of all ages!
NSPFLA-GP
My American Flag
$9.95
NSPPLE-GP
The Pledge of Allegiance
$9.95
NSPAMBE-GP America the Beautiful
$9.95
NSPSTA-GP
The Star Spangled Banner
$9.95

America’s Important
Neighbors:
Canada, Mexico, and Cuba!
Carole Marsh
New trade agreements, immigration,
the melding of cultures, a probable new
“friendly” relationship with Cuba all
affect students Here and Now. Take a
look at our neighbors and their cultures. Cuba - geography, sister cities, Mexico - immigration, Canada - Calgary
Stampede, and lots more!
NSPAME-GP
Paperback
$7.95

George W. Bush:
America’s Newest
President and His White
House Family!
Carole Marsh
A new president, wife, kids, pets,
home, a historic election, inauguration,
and much more. A scavenger hunt, a
pop quiz to assess what students have learned, a Presidential glossary, and a bibliography of resources are
included. You will want to tell your kids Here & Now!
NSPGEO-GP
Paperback
$7.95

United We Stand
Carole Marsh
Timely, fafctual, age-appropriate
history, geography, biography, and
map-skill reproducible activities to help
students understand America’s and the
world’s response to terrorist actions.
Includes FREE updates via our internet
website!
NSPUNIBOO-GP
PB
$7.95
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Government
CRITICAL THINKING IN UNITED STATES HISTORY
SERIES
Reading level 5, grades 6-adult
How can you teach your students to be more discerning when studying
history? With this series, students develop analytical skills that will improve
their academic performance in all subjects. Each book encourages students
to look at historical sources with a critical eye, realizing that history is a human
account of our past, subject to the assumptions and biases of the historians
who write it. The activities present historical events and two or more views of
each event. One of the Most extraordinary U.S. History series available!
Teacher’s manuals contain teaching strategies, scope and sequence,
suggested answers and reproducible worksheets to reinforce lessons, test
progress, and provide remediation if needed. 26-29 complex activities per
book. Reproducible for single-classroom use. Partial List of Contents:

Colonies to Constitution: Was

New Republic to Civil War:

the Stamp Act Justified? - Effects of
the American Revolution - Writing
and Ratifying the Constitution Foreign Views of the Constitution Constitutional Conflict Colonies to Constitution
MP7409
$22.95
Teacher’s Manual
MP7410
$16.95

What Arguments Were Made for
and against Woman’s Rights? How Did Slavery Affect Slaves? What Was It Like To Be a Slave? What Do Visual Sources Show
about Slavery? - What Were the
Causes of the Civil War? New Republic to Civil War
MP7411
$22.95
Teacher’s Manual
MP7412
$16.95

Reconstruction to
Progressivism: Fourteenth

Spanish-American War to
Vietnam War: Why Did the U.S.

Amendment - To What Extent Was
Reconstruction a Tragic Era? Should the Government Role be
“Laissez-faire” or “the General
Welfare State?” - What Were
American Cities Like in the 1800s?
- Should the U.S. Restrict Immigration? Reconstruction to Progressivism
MP7413
$22.95
Teacher’s Manual
MP7414
$16.95

enter World War I? - What Caused
the Great Depression? - Was the
U.S. Justified in Dropping the
Atomic Bombs on Japan? - Who
Primarily Caused the Cold War? Was the Kennedy Assassination a
Conspiracy?
Sp-Am War to Vietnam War
MP7415
$22.95
Teacher’s Manual
MP7415
$16.95

“I applaud the author’s selection of relevant topics, the excellent research behind each topic and the sequential development of critical thinking...”
Middle States Council for the Social Studies Journal
“This should be in the hands of every American History teacher.”
Margaret, Virginia Beach, VA
MP7400
4 Book Bundle W/TM (save $15.65)
$143.95
“I can’t imagine a better method for

YOU DECIDE!
Applying the Bill of Rights to Real Cases

teaching...the Bill of Rights and the
U.S. legal system than using these
books.”
Peggy Zorn, reviewer.

Reading level 5, Grade 7-adult
75 U.S. Supreme Court Cases!
Can a book about the Bill of Rights sharpen your student’s critical thinking skills for better academic performance? This one can. You Decide! casts students in the role of “judges,” examining, discussing, and deciding
actual Supreme Court cases! They must evaluate cases according to the facts presented, the rights granted by
specific amendments, and the interpretation of these rights according to judicial precedents set in other cases.
The teacher’s manual provides Supreme Court decisions, guidelines, critical thinking discussion questions,
lesson objectives, background information, a Guide for Analyzing Cases, and homework assignments.37
activities, 75 U.S. Supreme Court Cases, Reproducible for single-classroom use. Structure of the Amendment
Units: You Be The Judge - What Does the Amendment Say? - What Does the Amendment Mean? - Analyzing
Some Past Decisions of the Supreme Court - What are the Origins of the Amendment? - Let’s Review Some
Steps in the Making of the Amendments - The Amendment Today - Judge for Yourself.
MP9301
You Decide
$22.95
MP9302
Teacher’s Manual
$18.95
“This material is an excellent resource for a study of the Constitution, as well as developing your students’
ability to critically analyze detailed material and form independent conclusions.”
John Nixdorf, history reviewer.

U.S. Constitution
Laminated and double-sided, these
portable Study Guides will make your
students’ learning experience easier
and faster. 8 1/2” x 11”.
* Transcript of the Constitution and
Bill of Rights.
* Useful in many classes at all grade
levels.
* 2 panels full of information!
5106BC U.S. Constitution
$4.95

WASHINGTON, LINCOLN & KING
Grades 2-5
Build basic skills while teaching general knowledge and fascinating facts
about some of our most respected historical figures. These across-thecurriculum activities are sure to add meaning to your program and make
learning more real to children. Blackline Masters.
REM1001H
Grades 2-3
$5.95
REM1001I
Grades 4-5
$5.95
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Geography / Drugs, Crime & Law

Geography Videos

AMERICA’S RAINFOREST
Nestled in the valleys of the old-growth forests along Washington’s Olympic
Peninsula lies the only remaining temperate rainforest in North America.
The rainforest of the Pacific Northwest is one of only three remaining
temperate rainforests in the world. Viewers gain an appreciation for the
delicate nature of the very ecosystem necessary to sustain human
existence. Through colorful and vivid cinematography the beauty, complexity, and wonder of these rapidly disappearing biospheres, and their
consequential global effect, the viewer is treated to a close-up and
commiserative view of what has truly become one of America’s most
irreplaceable treasure - its singular rainforest.
One 35 minute video, copyright 1992
8201GEA
$49.95

Geography Posters

COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD POSTERS
Ten full-color posters depicting a feel for the area where it is located on the
globe. Some art, facts and young people in typical clothing show something
of the country. Set includes: Australia - China - Japan - Kenya - United
Kingdom - India - Canada - Israel - Russia - Mexico. Ten 17"x32" posters,
copyright 2000. Picture Frames are available in black only.
CCPOST057-DXR
Poster Series
$49.95
CCPOST057L-DXR
Posters, Laminated
$59.95
CCPOST057F-DXR
Posters, Framed
$549.00

Drugs, Crime & Law

HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED.
Video Rating Guide.

SOCIAL STUDIES RESEARCH
Grades 4-8
A great way to launch a research project! Students solve a word search
puzzle, then choose one of the puzzle’s answers as their research topic.
Reference books are used to complete detailed activity pages about their
chosen subject. These questions are pre-arranged in a logical, paragraph
order to encourage students to write a report using their own words.
Reproducible.
REM307
Student Book
$5.95

SOCIAL STUDIES CROSSWORDS
Grades 5 and up
Who doesn’t like puzzles and games? This 4 book set of over 130 different
crossword puzzles requires students to “dig” into the encyclopedia to
discover the crossword solutions on a vast array of social studies subjects.
Included are puzzles on every president, all 50 states, famous landmarks,
and cities. Who says learning can’t be fun? Reproducible.
REM314A
Book
$25.00

WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS?
95 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ABOUT TEENS AND THE LAW
Thomas Jacobs, J.D.
Reading Level: 5, for grades 7-adult
Teens need to know about the laws that effect them so they can make
informed decisions. Written in clear, everyday language in a question and
answer format. This book presents many opportunities for discussion and
writing activities in the classroom.
2028-7LFS
Student text
$16.45
10+ copies
$14.95
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Crime, Drugs & Law / Economics

STREET SMARTS
A DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION PROGRAM
Dr. June Stride and Rick Wolf
Reading Level: 3, For grades 5-9
Cool is the word most often used by students to describe Street Smarts, a
unique drug education program designed to help today’s students maintain
healthy, drug-free lifestyles. Unlike other programs currently available,
Street Smarts uses a holistic approach that encourages students to help
each other through peer mediation. Using an eye-catching, interactive
format, hip graphics, and language today’s students can relate to, Street
Smarts honestly addresses the realities and temptations that contribute to
substance abuse among children of all ages.
Features: Drug Abuse, Alcohol Abuse, Alcohol Dependence, Tobacco/
Marijuana, Steroids/Cocaine, Crack Cocaine/Heroin, Uppers/Downers/
Inhalants, Prescription/OTC, Hallucinogens
6723-3PP
Student Act. Book
$17.99
10+ copies
$16.99
6724-1PP
Teacher’s Guide
$24.00
10+ copies
$24.00

CRIME AND THE LAW
A LOOK AT THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
Maxine Phillips
Reading Level: 3, for grades 9-adult
This illustrated edition of Crime and The Law uses real case studies to
educate students about their rights and how to protect them when dealing
with the police, lawyers and the courts.
Features: Role-Playing exercises, Margin Notes, Definitions of Legal
Terms, Critical Thinking Questions, Advice from real ex-offenders, police
and lawyers, Glossary in English and Spanish, Workbook with Samples of
legal forms and documents. Contains: 4 units, 18 Chapters.
1.
The Criminal Justice System
2.
Your Rights in the Criminal Justice System
3.
When you Become a Victim or a Witness
4.
Crime Prevention
6205-3
Student Text
$18.50
10+ copies
$16.75
6206-1
Workbook
$8.99
10+ copies
$8.99
6207-X
Teacher Guide
$9.90
10+ copies
$9.90

Economics Videos & Books
ECONOMICS - MACRO
Running Time 2 hours, 15 minutes
Includes such topics as: Gross
Domestic Product - marginal
propensity to consume - Consumer
Price Index - aggregate supply aggregate demand - frictional,
structural & cyclical unemployment fiscal policy - circular flow model monetary policy. By Standard
Deviants.
1886156042
Video
$21.00

ECONOMICS - MICRO
Running Time 1 hour 53 minutes
Includes such topics as: opportunity cost - fixed and variable costs - supply
- demand - production possibilities frontier - efficiency - perfect competition
- utility - total utility and marginal utility. By Standard Deviants.
1886156026
Video
$21.00

ECONOMICS:
CONCEPTS AND
APPLICATIONS
Softcover and Hardcover,
plus Teacher’s Guides,
Grade Levels 6-12, Reading
Levels 4-5. Brief lessons and
controlled vocabulary make
complex concepts easy to
read and easy to grasp.
Seven complete units provide
an overview of economic
basics including: the
economics of capitalism,
communism, and socialism;
America’s free enterprise
system; money, banking, and
investment; the role of
government in the U.S.
economy; measurement of
economic performance; and international trade. 192 pages.
Softcover Edition
6352-4SV
Student Bk
6353-2SV
Teacher Guide
Hardcover Edition
7784-3SV
Student Bk
7786-XSV
Teacher Guide
7785-1SV
Resource Binder
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Contemporary Issues Videos
WAGING WAR AGAINST THE NEW TERRORISM
This ABC News program examines today’s terrorism, in
which negotiation plays no part and mass destruction is the
goal. First, correspondent Chris Bury reports on how the
governments of Italy, Germany, and Egypt have combated
terrorism during recent decades. Then, anchor Ted Koppel
interviews two authorities on the new terrorism: military
historian Caleb Carr, author of The Lessons of Terror, and
Paul Bremer, ambassador-at-large for counterterrorism
during the Reagan administration. Together, they discuss
the evolution of international terrorism and new strategies
and tactics being employed by the U.S. to contain and
dismantle violent extremist organizations such as al
Qaeda. (23 minutes, color)
BVL30264
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95
IN TIME OF WAR:
STRIKING THE BALANCE BETWEEN FREEDOM AND
SECURITY
In a recent ABC News poll, 64 percent said that they
supported expanding FBI powers—62 percent also felt that
such steps intrude on privacy. Clearly, the public is willing
to sacrifice some rights in a time of crisis. But whose? In
this program, ABC News correspondent Chris Bury examines all the new policies and practices in the aftermath of
September 11th, focusing on measures previously forbidden to intelligence or law enforcement agents. Several
perspectives are offered by Douglas Kmiec, dean of the
Catholic University Law School; Harvard Law School
professor Laurence Tribe; former senior FBI official Bob
Ricks; and Nihad Awad, executive director of The Council
on American-Islamic Relations. (23 minutes, color)
BVL30566
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95

VOICES OF DISSENT AS AMERICA FIGHTS BACK
Freedom of speech, one of America’s most cherished
political principles, can be an unpopular right to exercise in
times of war and crisis. In this program, ABC News correspondent Ted Koppel presents several voices in the
minority regarding the political and cultural reactions of the
U.S. to the events of September 11th, including "Boondocks" cartoonist Aaron McGroder; Arundhati Roy, Indian
author of The God of Small Things; and a group of Arab
graduate students studying in the U.S. on Fulbright scholarships. (22 minutes, color)
BVL29762
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95
YOU CAN’T SAY THAT! "POLITICALLY CORRECT"
FREE SPEECH
Who determines when one person’s right to expression
must give way to another’s sense of propriety? In this
program, ABC News correspondent John Stossel looks at
growing constraints on free speech made in the interest of
protecting the public from offense. Using such controversial examples as the worker who was fired for telling a joke
he heard on a popular prime-time TV show, Mr. Stossel
considers the paranoia throughout the academic, political,
and business sectors that has led to the creation of virtual
"speech police" armed with special forms of censorship
and "sensitivity training." A topic of perennial debate,
freedom of speech receives a timely evaluation in this
report. (43 minutes, color)
BVL11885
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95

FREE SPEECH FOR SALE: A BILL MOYERS SPECIAL
When it comes to today’s important public policy issues,
the opportunity to be heard depends on whether you can
afford it. In this program, Bill Moyers and key legal and
public interest advocates examine how industries with deep
pockets use their access to the media to overwhelm the
public debate, from North Carolina’s hog industry to the
defeat of the McCain Tobacco Bill to the passage of the
Telecom Act of 1996. This Act, all but ignored by the
newspapers and TV outlets owned by megamedia,
amounted to a massive giveaway of the public’s airwaves.
What consequences does this control over the flow of
information have for our democracy, and how can individuals and public interest organizations counter the growing
dominance of big media? (57 minutes, color)
BVL9103
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95

WATCH WHAT YOU SAY:
FREE SPEECH IN TIMES OF NATIONAL CRISIS
In America, freedom of speech is a cherished fundamental
right. Must it be curtailed during emergencies or wars? In
this program, ABC News anchor Ted Koppel and correspondent John Donvan explore the penalties of political
dissent in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. News footage and a
round table discussion with media personalities, journalists,
and others who have suffered the consequences of voicing
unpopular opinions reveal a disturbing yet unsurprising
intolerance for such comments during a period of national
crisis. (38 minutes, color)
BVL29420
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95
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Contemporary Issues Videos
POLITICS: WILL ENGLISH RULE THE WORLD?
Although members of the E.U. value its practicality and the African National Congress calls it indispensable, not everyone agrees that English should dominate the global dialogue. In this program, Thomas Patterson, of the Kennedy School
of Government; Nicholas Ostler, of the Foundation for Endangered Languages; the president of CNN International;
advocates and opponents of the English-only movement in America; and others debate the value of English as an
international political language while coming to terms with the likely extinction of nondominant languages in America and
abroad. Can diversity and identity be retained in a world of fewer languages? (54 minutes, color)
BVL29424
VHS $129.95 DVD-R $129.95
A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH: THE POLITICS OF ABORTION AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
When it comes to situations involving life and death, the United States is strongly polarized. Liberals commonly support
the legality of abortion as a private matter of personal choice but condemn the death penalty as inhumane, while conservatives often support execution as a form of justice but denounce abortion as legalized murder. How did these points of
view become a part of the ideologies of the left and the right? This program traces the development of political stances
on life-and-death issues, exposing the lack of a consistent life ethic in mainstream American politics. (29 minutes, color)
BVL11817
VHS $89.95
DVD-R $89.95
A HISTORY OF US
Third Edition
Jay Hakim
It’s true. The book that teachers and students across the
nation call “marvelous,” “a wonder,” and “awesome” are
now updated with even more vivid stories, compelling
photographs, and instructive maps. Teachers who use this
series find their students asking for more history, reading
beyond the assigned minimums, and even researching on
their own in the library! That’s because with A History of
US, learning is fun - not just a string of facts for memorizations, but a lively story about real men and women and the
evetns that shaped the United States. With A History of
US, young people, gripped by a great stroy, learn how we a group of people diverse in every way - became US.
53200XP
Book 1: The First Americans (Prehistory-1600) Paperback
53197XP
Book 1: The First Americans (Prehistory-1600) Hardcover
53227XP
Book 2: Making Thirteen Colonies (1600-1740) Paperback
53219XP
Book 2: Making Thirteen Colonies (1600-1740)Hardcover
53243XP
Book 3: From Colonies to Country (1735-1791) Paperback
53235XP
Book 3: From Colonies to Country (1735-1791) Hardcover
5326XXP
Book 4: The New Nation (1789-1850) Paperback
53251XP
Book 4: The New Nation (1789-1850) Hardcover
53286XP
Book 5: Liberty For All? (1820-1860) Paperback
53278XP
Book 5: Liberty For All? (1820-1860) Hardcover
53308XP
Book 6: War, Terrible War (1855-1865) Paperback
53294XP
Book 6: War, Terrible War (1855-1865) Hardcover
53324XP
Book 7: Reconstructing America (1865-1890) Paperback
53316XP
Book 7: Reconstructing America (1865-1890) Hardcover
53340XP
Book 8: An Age of Extremes (1890-1917) Paperback
53332XP
Book 8: An Age of Extremes (1890-1917)Hardcover
53367XP
Book 9: War, Peace, And All Theat Jazz (1918-1945) Paperback
53359XP
Book 9: War, Peace, And All Theat Jazz (1918-1945) Hardcover
53383XP
Book 10: All The People (1945-2001) Paperback
53375XP
Book 10: All The People (1945-2001) Hardcover
Teacher Guide (specify book)
Audio Tape (specify book)
Blackline Masters (specify book)
Johns Hopkins Teaching Resources (specify book)

$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$13.95
$19.95
$16.95
$35.00
$12.00
$149.95
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10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+
10+

$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
$15.96
$12.80
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State Project Books
UNIQUE PROJECTS!
Carol Marsh
Combining state facts, educational value, and fun with everyday materials makes these books unique. Each 8 1/2” x 11” book
contains state specific facts as well as fun to do hands on projects. Each project is easy and inexpensive! History Projects include: Creating a cartoon panel describing how our state name may have come about; dressing up as a famous explorer and
recreating their main discovery and more! Geography Projects include: building a “state tree” with leaves from as many types of
trees as possible; recreating the path of a state river using a wire coat hanger, and more! Symbol Projects include: creating a
model of the state bird; creating a fishbowl with the state fish using jello and gummy fish, and more! Government and Civics
Projects include: designing a simple census questionnaire; creating a replica of the state flag; staging a mock election, and more!
People Projects include: creating a small bulletin board about a state leader; creating a costume to imitate one of the first people
on our land, and more! Current Events Projects include: editing state stories in a current newspaper; “broadcasting” a short news
story; creating a bulletin board of one week’s “happenings” in the state, and more! Projects use ordinary, easy-to-get materials! 32
pages each, paperback.
Each
$ 5.95
Set
$29.95
order # for set:
SP-_ _ SPRO
substitute the
code for your
state in the
blanks.
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
West Virginia
Wyoming

017709GP
017717GP
017725GP
017735GP
017741GP
01775XGP
017768GP
017776GP
017784GP
017792GP
017806GP
017814GP
017822GP
017830GP
017849GP
017857GP
017865GP
017873GP
017881GP
01789XGP
017903GP
017911GP
01792XGP
017938GP
017946GP
017954GP
017962GP
017970GP
017989GP
017997GP
018004GP
018012GP
018020GP
018039GP
018047GP
018055GP
018063GP
018071GP
01808XGP
01808GP
018101GP
01811XGP
018128GP
018136GP
018144GP
018152GP
018160GP
018179GP
018187GP
018195GP

018209GP
018217GP
018225GP
018233GP
018241GP
01825XGP
018268GP
018276GP
018284GP
018292GP
018306GP
018314GP
018322GP
018330GP
018349GP
018357GP
018365GP
018373GP
018381GP
01839XGP
018403GP
018411GP
01842XGP
018438GP
018446GP
018454GP
018462GP
018470GP
018489GP
018497GP
018500GP
018519GP
018527GP
018535GP
018543GP
018551GP
01856XGP
018578GP
018586GP
018594GP
018756GP
018608GP
018616GP
018624GP
018632GP
018640GP
018659GP
018667GP
018675GP
018683GP

018691GP
018705GP
018713GP
018721GP
01873XGP
018748GP
018764GP
018772GP
018780GP
018799GP
018802GP
018810GP
018829GP
018837GP
018845GP
018853GP
018861GP
01887XGP
018888GP
018896GP
01890XGP
018918GP
018926GP
018934GP
018942GP
018950GP
018969GP
018977GP
018985GP
018993GP
019000GP
019019GP
019027GP
019035GP
019043GP
019051GP
01906XGP
019078GP
019086GP
019094GP
019108GP
019116GP
019124GP
019132GP
019140GP
019159GP
019167GP
019175GP
019183GP
019191GP

019205GP
019213GP
019221GP
01923XGP
019248GP
019256GP
019264GP
019272GP
019280GP
019299GP
019302GP
019310GP
019329GP
019337GP
019345GP
019353GP
019361GP
01937XGP
019388GP
019396GP
01940XGP
019418GP
019426GP
019434GP
019442GP
019450GP
019469GP
019477GP
019485GP
019493GP
019507GP
019515GP
019523GP
019531GP
01954XGP
019558GP
019566GP
019574GP
019582GP
019590GP
019604GP
019612GP
019620GP
019639GP
019647GP
019655GP
019663GP
019671GP
01968XGP
019698GP

019701GP
01971XGP
019728GP
019736GP
019744GP
019752GP
019760GP
019779GP
019787GP
019795GP
019809GP
019817GP
019825GP
019833GP
019841GP
01985XGP
019868GP
019876GP
019884GP
019892GP
01G9906P
019914GP
019922GP
019930GP
019949GP
019957GP
019965GP
019973GP
019981GP
01999XGP
020009GP
020017GP
020025GP
020033GP
020041GP
02005XGP
020068GP
020076GP
020084GP
020092GP
020106GP
020114GP
020122GP
020130GP
020149GP
020157GP
020165GP
020173GP
020181GP
02019XGP
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020203GP
020211GP
02022XGP
020238GP
020246GP
020254GP
020262GP
020270GP
020289GP
020297GP
020300GP
020319GP
020327GP
020335GP
020343GP
020351GP
02036XGP
020378GP
020386GP
020394GP
020408GP
020416GP
020424GP
020432GP
020440GP
020459GP
020467GP
020475GP
020483GP
020491GP
020505GP
020513GP
020521GP
02053XGP
020548GP
020556GP
020564GP
020572GP
020580GP
020599GP
020602GP
020610GP
020629GP
020637GP
020645GP
020653GP
020661GP
02067XGP
020688GP
020696GP
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:
Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate
Troy, MI 48084
WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent. This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.
To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359
METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is
made by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.
SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order. There is
a $4.50 minimum charge. Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25
ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid. Be sure to include state sales
tax.
ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.
CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.
EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED! Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.
ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL. Permission
to return should be requested and authorized in writing. We will not issue credit on
unauthorized returns. All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable
condition.
ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible producer
price changes. We bill at the producer’s latest selling price. In case of a sizable increase in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.
©2005, Caswell & Caswell, www.teachersmarketplace.com 1-800-757-7668
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CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDER FORM

To order by phone
Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax: 248-646-4359
william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

Ship To:

Bill To: (if different)

Name:________________________________________

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)
Payment Enclosed
Bill my Institution
P.O.#__________________________________
Date

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase
$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

All orders are shipped net 30 days. Returns must have written authorization from us.

ITEM#

QTY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI 48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com
Yes! I would like to join your mailing list!

$ EACH

Subtotal
Sales Tax
Shipping
TOTAL

$ TOT. COST

